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rates were stimated whin 1-15% and irradiations
1. ITMODUCTION performed at ambient conditions.

Scientific communities within the classical civil nuclear Table I
industry and space domain have manifested their interest in Selection of commercial grade components and experimental
the use of fiber-optic equipment during the past three conditions of the RITA-experinicrit (11 Gy - 0,01 ad)
decadesM . Mission lifetime issues - typically some yam -
spurred the need for accelerated qualification tests. However, couipwmt Type Supplier Dose rat Total ose
common behavior of silica glasses and semi-conductors under (k Gy-h-1) (GY)
ionising radiation reveals a competition between various Optical fiber Ge-doped sm) coming
degradation and recovery processes. This ssses the Philips 3,3 3,8-106
importance of dose rate effects when using higher or lower pur S)2 (m) Oxford
dose rates for qualification. The same holds for other pur S)� (mm) Specum

Photodatector Si (pin) Honywell
enviromnental parameters, such as radiation te and InGaAs Ferinionics
temperature. Laser Diode MQW (1310ran) MRV 2.7 3,1-106

VqSEL (850 Mitel
For monitoring and communications purposes during wn)

maintenance in the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER), postulated radiative constraints for Ile active components were packaged in a TO-46 type
qualification are typically around 10 kGy-h-' with total doses casing and further mounted in a connectorised module,
up to 100 MGy. Working temperatures can be as high as 200 enabling on-line measurements. These were all lensed
'C. Further information on this reactor environment and devices. Another batch of multimode Mitel VCSELs with a
potential applications for photonic links will be dealt with in TO-46 t:ype casing and a flat window have been tested, so as
references 2] and 3]. to study potential influence of lens degradation under

radiation.

As partner of this ITER-project, we submitted a series of
optical fibers, photodetectors and laser diodes to gamma For the transmission loss measurements, appropriate
radiation tests, so as to select potential candidates and reference channels were used in order to compensate for both
ascertain their adequate behavior in these hostile potential fluctuations of the acquisition units, as well as dose
environments. Preliminary results will be presented in this rate gradients along the fiber leads used for the on-line
paper, where we compare the radiation induced losses in measurements. A schematic view of our set-up can be viewed
standard telecom fibers with those measured in rad-hard in reference 4].
fibers. We also confirm the radiation hardness of multimode
VCSELs with on-line measurements up to 35 MGy. whereas Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
the adverse influence of a focusing lens on the available
optical power is evidenced. A. Optical Fibers

Figure I shows incremental loss as a function of dose
II. EXPERIMENTS obtained at 13 1 0 run for the three single mode fibers at a dose

Irradiations were carried out with sealed 'Co sources at rate of 33 kGy-h-'. It is obvious from this plot that the pure
both the IRMA facility of the French nuclear safety authorities silica core Oxford fiber suffers a six and eight-fold lower
(IPSN) and also at the RITA test-bed of the Belgian nuclear induced loss (dB/km) compared to the standard Ge-doped
research center (SCK-CEN). fibers of Coming and Philips, respectively. Similar

comparative results have been presented earlieri'l, whereas the
Table I presents the commercial off-the-shelve (COTS) radiation induced attenuation of the Oxford fiber remains

components, together with the test conditions used for the limited to some 30 db/km at a cumulated dose of 35 MGy.
experiment at RITA. We selected two standard Ge-doped To our knowledge, this is the lowest loss ever reported for a
single mode fibers. The first is the SMF-28 fiber of Coming, single mode fiber under similar conditions.
the second was manufactured by Philips. Two pure silica core
fibers, one single mode (Oxford) and one step index
multimode fiber (Spectran) were also tested. All samples had
a length of 100 in and where wounded with a diameter of 6
cm. Unwanted bending stresses were limited since the fiber
samples were removed from, their spools once wounded. Dose
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Induced Lose 0 1310 so (L-l" a) to the hermetic pckaging. For comparison with the behavior
300 ....... Consist Go doped core) of lensed Mitel VCSELs, we irradiated smila dvices housed
250 Philips (Go-dopod Gore) in a fle-window TO-46 case. The results are depicted in

*Ebro con) figure 3 At a ds rte of 10 Gy-h", we were not abl to
200 measure my loss of fficiewy up to a cumulated se of 46

(4,6 Mad), in waft wh the above mentione 6 dB
ISO

100 KM CSIL A40 (letwisidsm)

so
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Figure I induced loss measurements at 13 rn for various 0.8
single mode fibers (dD/dt - 33 kGy-h-1). ....... before irradiation

0.4 dow - 46 k/
Although less iportant at much smaller doses and dose

rates, this qualitatively rad-hard behavior of the pure sca 0,00 5 I.0 1.5 20
core fibers becomes substantial for high dose applications, lr(mA)
especially when lengths of a few 10 In are needed for
transmission or acquisition lines. An iadiation stop of 2 days Figure 3 (PI)- measurements of a Mitel A4404D VCSE at
showed a limited recovery (about IO% - 20%) for both fiber room tmperature (off-line).
types. Analogous outcome were achieved at 155 rn.

B. VCSELs TV. S%9"RY

Compared to conventional edge-emitting devices, VCSELs While standard single mode fibers proved their relative
offer many advantages"I , such as iproved output beam arability against radiation, our results indicate that specific
characteristics and thermal stability, lower threshold currents, rad-hard fibers can be mostly beneficial when exposed to
together with lower production, test and packaging costs. doses exceeding the kGy-level.
They have also shown their excellent radiation tolerance when Gamma irradiations of multimode VCSELs confirmed
submitted to gamma rays or ionizing particles 11.6.71 . Figure 2 their excellent radiation tolerance and thermal stability.
presents the output power of a Mite] VCSEL, mounted with a However, particular care should be taken about the packaging,
microlens, against the bias current before, during and after as severe degradation of focusing lenses can seriously limit the
irradiation at 27 kGy-h". available optical power.

Further experiments are planned and should complete
VCSEL Mitel A444 (850 no) these first results.
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